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DISCOVER

WHO WE

ARE!

ABOUT NIGERIAN NETWORK OPERATORS’ GROUP (ngNOG)

T

he Nigerian Network Operators’ Group (ngNOG) Since its earliest inception in
2006 has been committed to the ongoing advancement of an open, secure, and
robust internet, by providing a platform that inspires, educates, and empowers
mid-level and senior technical staff of research and education networks, public

public and private networks, commercial Internet Service Providers (ISPs), NGOs,
Government and other stakeholders to meet the ever-changing demands of a global
network, in service of building the Internet of tomorrow.
ngNOG has enabled learning and interactions between management and techie-level
peers. ngNOG has also helped to bring global best practices to networking in Nigerian
Higher Education and commercial space. We achieve this by organising meetings,
events, fellowships, digital spaces, and social networks.

NGNOG 2022

LAGOS, NIGERIA
ngnog 2022 is happening in lagos nigeria. Lagos
is the largest city in Africa, with a population of
over 14 million. it is the economic and cultural
powerhouse of the country. Also known as Èkó
in the Yoruba language, Lagos is a port and the
most populous conurbation in Nigeria.
Lagos, which means “lakes”, was a name given
to the settlement by the Portuguese.
This is also where most of the country’s
commercial banks, financial institutions, and
major corporations are headquartered. Lagos
has one of the highest standards of living in
Nigeria

and

in

Africa

and

enjoying a booming ICT sector.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lagos
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PREVIOUS NGNOG CONFERENCE STATISTICS
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5
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16
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Sponsors

6

Parallel Workshop
Tracks

Women 40%
Men
www.nog.ng/resources

60%

ngNOG AUDIENCE
ngNOG attracts delegates from across Nigeria and beyond, and is typically attended
by more than 400 participants from the IP networking, Government, ISP, Content
distribution, policy-making and other Internet-related organisations.
Most attendees are key technical personnel from ISPs, Academia and Private Sectors
who are responsible for purchasing, building and maintaining the network
infrastructure. Attendees, which include representatives from:
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Internet

Content

Exchange

providers

Points

Satellite

Commercial

communication Internet industry
providers

organizations

Research and

Government

Domain Registrars
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departments
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ACTIVITIES HAPPENING AT NIGERIAN
NETWORK TECHNOLOGY WEEK

Network Hackathon
24TH OCTOBER 2022

Nigeria Peering &
Interconnection Forum
25TH OCTOBER 2022

ngNOG Conference
26TH OCTOBER 2022

Social Events

NGNOG 2022 SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
The ngNOG conference provides a unique opportunity to connect with decision-makers and
implementers of network technology. The conference will include; advertising & exposure,
interactive workshops, and networking lucheons.

WHY SPONSOR
The technology space in Nigeria is growing and evolving rapidly. The future depends on how
ngNOG, alongside critical stakeholders such as governments, regulators, network operators,
academia and business leaders, harness the

massive opportunities provided. Sponsoring

ngNOG helps Empower people and inspire change. ngNOG will provide a unique opportunity
to amplify your organization’s message.

SPONSORSHIP BENEFITS
The following are the broad categories of sponsorship (USD )

PLATINUM

GOLD

SILVER

$10,000

$7,000

$3,000

Logo displayed prominently
on all event signage

Logo displayed on event signage

Logo displayed on event signage

Logo displayed prominently in the
conference programme

Logo displayed in the conference
programme

Logo displayed in the conference
programme

One table at the exhibition space
in the exhibition area

Logo displayed on the ngPIF website
with link to company URL

Logo displayed on the ngPIF website
with link to company URL

Opportunity to provide 200 branded
gifts for the delegate bags

Opportunity to provide 200 branded
gifts for the delegate bags

One table of exhibition space in the
exhibition area

Opportunity to display one stand-up
banner inside the conference room

Opportunity to display one stand-up
banner inside the conference room

Thank you & recognition of company
at plenary

Thank you & recognition of company
and representative at a plenary

Recognition of sponsorship and
company representative at plenary.

100-word promotional paragraph on the
sponsorship page of the event website

One table of exhibition space in the
exhibition area

Large logo on all our communication,
virtual background and event website
Opportunity to display a 1 min video
at the virtual event
Opportunity to provide an after-event
post-email package
Promotion of up to 3 suitable posts on
social media partners
Recognition of sponsorship and
company representative at plenary

SPECIAL SPONSORSHIP

Internet Sponsors

Food and Drink Sponsors

Conference materials sponsor

Cocktail Sponsor

THANK YOU
GET IN TOUCH:
+234 813 415 8968
+2348069288580

Info@nog.ng
Joshua@nog.ng

www.nog.ng

